We report a large piezoelectric Pb-free system-Ba(Ti 0.8 Hf 0.2 )O 3 -(Ba 0.7 Ca 0.3 )TiO 3 , designed upon a triple-point morphotropic phase boundary (TMPB) idea. The system shows anomalies of both ac (dielectric and piezoelectric) and dc (P-E hysteresis) properties around TMPB, especially the d 33 achieving $550 pC/N at room temperature. Moreover, the detected non-zero thermal hysteresis around triple point shows a first order transition nature and non-isotropic polarization state, as well as verified by our theoretical Landau-type deduction, thus being considered as an important factor to influence the piezoelectricity along TMPB. Our work may stimulate the study on triple-pointrelated critical phenomena in other ferroic systems. V C 2012 American Institute of Physics.
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[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4724216] Piezoelectricity refers to the coupling effect of a piezoelectric material between mechanical energy and electrical energy, which yields a mechanical-stress-induced polarization or an electrical-field-induced strain.
1,2 Such a capability of energy conversion makes piezoelectrics widely used in the devices which are requested to sense or generate electrical or strain signals, e.g., sensors, actuators, and transducers, etc. 1, 2 For more than half a century, Pb-based piezoelectrics (e.g., PZT, PMN-PT, and PZN-PT) have dominated the area of sensor and transducer technology. However, with the rising limitation of toxic lead, Pb-based materials are urgently facing a situation of being replaced. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Although intensive work has contributed to lead substitutes, quite few of the reported Pb-free materials can actually compete with PZT system. 6 This stimulates a lot of studies on the origin of high piezoelectricity in Pb-based materials and the exploration of Pb substitutes following the way of lead-containing piezoelectrics. It has been well recognized that the high piezoelectricity in Pb-based piezoelectrics is directly related to a morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) in the phase diagram 8 since the peak value like dielectric permittivity and piezoelectric coefficient (first derivative of polarization with respect to external ac field (stress or electric field)) naturally comes from the phase instability at phase transition point and thus can result in high performance. Besides, unlike that in a paraelectric-ferroelectric transition, which is not utilizable since the ferroelectrics will be depolarized once the temperature rises above Curie temperature (Tc), and unlike that in a normal ferroelectric-ferroelectric transition, which is also of little practical interest since its greatly limited value caused by a large energy barrier between the two ferroelectric phases (such as the case of tetragonal-orthorhombic transition of BaTiO 3 ), a MPB phase boundary deriving from triple point morphotropic phase boundary (TMPB) inherits the low energy barrier of triple point (TP) 9, 10 between two ferroelectric phases involved in the transition and is generally treated as a phase boundary with polarization isotropy. [10] [11] [12] [13] It thus contributes to the high performance of dominant lead-contained materials (also good temperatureindependent stability with a vertical line) and also the recently reported lead-free materials, BCT-BZT (Refs. 11, 14-16) and BCT-BTS, 17 as shown in Figs. 1(a)-1(c). Here in this work, based on the triple point MPB idea (and to distinguish it from other MPB lead-free materials without triple point) that is initially extracted from Pb-based piezoelectrics, 8, 18, 19 we designed a lead-free piezoelectric system, (1-x)Ba(Ti 0.8 Hf 0.2 )O 3 -x(Ba 0.7 Ca 0.3 )TiO 3 , which shows obvious anomalies (enhancement or suppression) of ferroelectric/piezoelectric/dielectric properties as approaching to the TMPB, especially the d 33 reaching $550 pC/N at room temperature, exceeding most of the current Pb-free piezoelectrics (d 33 of high-end PZT is 590 pC/N). 4 Besides, experimentally detected non-zero thermal hysteresis around triple point, as well as theoretically verified by Landau-type deduction, indicates the important factors of polarization anisotropy at TP that inevitably influence the piezoelectric behavior along TMPB line, which need to be considered when designing similar systems.
The samples of (1-x)Ba(Ti 0. C in air for 2 h, and the sintering was performed at 1450 C in air for 3 h. For each composition, three forms of samples were prepared corresponding to different measurements: (1) The samples for measurements of dielectric and ferroelectric (Polarization-Electric field hysteresis loops) properties are in the form of sintered cylindrical pellets (unpoled), with a diameter of 7 mm and thickness of 1 mm, and were coated with silver paste as electrodes. The spectrum of dielectric permittivity was tested by a HIOKI3532 LCR meter at 100 Hz in a Delta temperature chamber. C to À100 C. And, the converging of three phases produces a triple point around BHT-0.3BCT (composition) and 55 C (temperature). It should be paid attention to that the peak value of permittivity spectrum of BHT-0.3BCT shows the highest value among those of all the samples is not a coincidence. This result indirectly suggests its weakest 1st order transition (close to 2nd order transition) within all the BHT-xBCT composition in the phase diagram we studied, which agrees well to the lowest anisotropy state at TP (BHT-0.3BCT is the composition closest to x TP among all samples). C (b3), and of (222) peak at 40 C (b4), 22 C (b5), À50 C (b6); phase diagram of pseudo-binary BHT-xBCT system (c).
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Another inneglectable fact is that a consensus about the structure around TMPB has not been achieved. 10, 11, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] For BHT-xBCT system, according to the phase diagram, the TMPB composition at RT is BHT-0.5BCT. The in situ x-ray diffraction profiles shown in Figs (Fig.  3(a1) ), the highest remnant polarization Pr (Fig. 3(a2) ), the lowest coercive field Ec (Fig. 3(a3) ), the highest dielectric permittivity e (Fig. 3(a4) ), and the highest piezoelectric coefficient d 33 (Fig. 3(a5) ). It should be emphasized that, the d 33 of BHT-0.5BCT at room temperature (550 pC/N as shown in Fig. 3(a5) ) is comparable to that of PZT-5H ($590 pC/N). Compared with TMPB composition sample BHT-0.5BCT, off-TMPB compositions exhibit much lower properties. Fig. 3(c) shows the thermal hysteresis for the transitions of BHT-xBCT as a function of composition x. With x approaching to x TP from both two terminal compositions, there is a monotonous decrease in the thermal hysteresis (between C and R, C and T, T and R), again suggesting the decrease of energy barrier between different states, thus contributing to the high performance at TMPB. The decrease of hysteresis also means that the 1st order nature of transition becomes weaker and weaker while x moves towards x TP . Furthermore, minimization of polarization anisotropy corresponds to minimization of domain wall energy, which leads to miniaturization of domain structure. 23, 26 Thus the appearance of nano-scaled domain configuration can be predicted. Actually the phenomenon has been observed in the famous TMPB-containing system, PZT. 24, 27 And our group also observed similar nano-scaled domain configuration in Pb-free TMPB system. 14 The above experimental results reveal that, all the property anomalies appearing at TMPB indicate the instability of response of polarization under external field, are caused by the weakening of polarization anisotropy around TMPB, well consisting with the theoretical analyses from the Landau type theoretical deduction. 9, 15 However, around TP, the carefully detected thermal hysteresis $1 C indicates the 1st order nature of transition, suggesting the assumption of polarization isotropy at MPB (the basic assumption of much MPB-related work) does not stand. [10] [11] [12] [13] 17 Here by a careful theoretical analysis, we will show that polarization is not necessarily isotropic at TP, and high performance is directly related with low energy barrier of TMPB itself, while the polarization anisotropy at TP will affect the properties along TMPB line, which need to be considered when designing similar systems.
To analyze the relationship between high properties and TMPB phase boundary, we employ a simple Landau-type model. The expression of free energy for ferroelectrics can be written in terms of polarization components, (P 1 , P 2 ,
where a ðx;TÞ , b 1ðx;TÞ , b 2ðx;TÞ , b 3ðx;TÞ , c 1ðx;TÞ , c 2ðx;TÞ , and c 3ðx;TÞ are all temperature and composition dependent coefficients; P 0 is the absolute value of polarization which is defined by
p . At TP, the conditions for three phases (cubic parent phase, tetragonal ferroelectric phase, rhombohedral ferroelectric phase in the present designed phase diagram) coexisting in equilibrium give FIG. 3 . Ferroelectric and piezoelectric properties of BHTxBCT system with respect to composition around TMPB (x ¼ 0.5, temperature $22 C), maximum polarization Pm (a1), remnant polarization Pr (a2), coercive field Ec (a3), dielectric permittivity e (a4), piezoelectric coefficient d 33 (a5); P-E hysteresis loops of BHT-0.4BCT (b1), BHT-0.5BCT (b2), BHT-0.6BCT (b3); transition thermal hysteresis for BHT-xBCT (x: 0.1-0.6) (c), with TH C!R , TH C!T , and TH R!T , representing the transition thermal hysteresis between different phases-cubic to rhombohedral, cubic to tetragonal, and rhombohedral to tetragonal, respectively.
Then the relation between coefficients is obtained
After substituting (5a) and (5b) into (1), the expression of free energy at TP turns to be
Equation (6) reveals that the 4th term of free energy is isotropic and the 6th term is not isotropic (the condition for 6th term being isotropic is c 3ðx TP ;T C Þ ¼ 2c 2ðx TP ;T C Þ ¼ 6c 1ðx TP ;T C Þ ). Non-isotropicity (polarization-dependence of free energy) at TP naturally leads to an energy barrier between different stable phases limited by anisotropy, which induces a thermal hysteresis and defines a 1st order phase transition in nature ( Fig. 1(a) ). And the 1st order nature transition is deduced from a model with only polarization terms involved, not to mention the effect of strain-polarization coupling terms which are supposed to be considered in ferroic systems when the order of transition is investigated. 30 The deduction is well verified by the careful measurements in this work which detect the thermal hysteresis with composition x approaching to x TP and the results proved its weak 1st order transition nature.
Near the Curie line, the convergence of the Landau series for second order and weak first order transitions suggests the contributions of 6th and higher-order anisotropy terms are quite small. 31 Here only the region near TP is discussed, so the contribution of anisotropy taken by 6th order term can be neglected and the 4th term plays the leading role. While composition x deviates x TP (TP composition), b 2 6 ¼ 2b 1 and anisotropy on Curie line increases, inducing an increased energy barrier between paraelectric phase and ferroelectric phase (Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) ). 10 Then we analyze whether the TMPB can induce high performance, taking dielectric permittivity as an example as its simple relation with electric field. The dielectric permittivity is given as
In tetragonal (T) phase, P * T ¼ ðP 1 ; P 2 ; P 3 Þ ¼ ð0; 0; P T Þ and permittivity is obtained as 
For the ideal case-TMPB being vertical, which means x TMPB (TMPB composition) equals x TP and the phase transition (between two ferroelectric phases below Curie line) is not temperature-driven but composition-driven, indicating that the coefficients of 4th terms and 6th terms are all temperature-independent and composition-dependent. Thus when x ¼ x TMPB , e 11 , and e 22 achieve an ultrahigh maximum value, reflecting a transverse instability with respect to polarization. 13, 32 And meanwhile, e 33 achieves a maximum value due to a longitudinal instability of polarization caused by the extension of polarization at phase transition. And both types of instability suggest that for a TMPB-based ceramic system, the dielectric permittivity at certain temperature reaches a maximum at x TMPB . The results for rhombohedral (R) phase follow the similar way as above tetragonal phase.
As for piezoelectricity, it consists of two parts of contribution, one is from the degree of polarization anisotropy, and the other one is from the degree of lattice softening. 33 Since the low polarization anisotropy and elastic softening always go hand in hand, 33 the high piezoelectricity, accompanying the high dielectric permittivity at TMPB, is reasonably expected. Further work will focus on the detailed theoretical analyses of these complicated equations.
The theoretical deduction and its well verification by experimental results clearly indicates that high performance itself along TMPB is not necessarily related with the polarization isotropy at TP, while closely decided by the lower energy barrier inherits from the TP. Obviously, the BHTxBCT system reported in this work possesses a phase diagram quite similar to that of PZT ( Fig. 1(d) ) 8 and that of a recently discovered Pb-free system BZT-BCT ( Fig. 1(e) ). 11 Besides, other well-known Pb-based piezoelectrics, such as PMN-PT and PZN-PT, 34, 35 all possess phase diagrams conforming to Fig. 1 , except that their TMPB are not vertical but tilted in different levels. For the case of tilted TMPB, away from TP and along TMPB, energy barrier between different states increases. But since the TMPB is the phase boundary, the thermodynamic equilibrium conditions define it as the boundary with the lowest anisotropy isothermally. In other words, TMPB always characterizes the state with the lowest polarization anisotropy below the Curie line within the phase diagram, which facilitates the polarization rotation and domain movement, resulting in a high sensitivity to external field, as evidenced by the results in Figs.  3(a1)-3(a5) . By appropriate choice of two terminals (with different phases at low temperature region, including ferroelectric, antiferroelectric, relaxor, etc.) constructing TMPB phase diagram, fabrication of high-performance piezoelectrics approaching PZT or better (with high Tc and weak temperature dependence) are quite probable.
It should be also stressed that the isotropic polarization is not necessary at TP as has been treated in previous work [10] [11] [12] which reported the tricriticality (crossover point from 1st order to 2nd order phase transition). However, the tricriticality in BCT-BZT indicates an even lower energy barrier along TMPB and thus reasonably higher property compared with current system BHT-BCT, although Hf was the most similar ions as Zr in the respect of influencing phase transition of matrix of BT. This thus suggests to be an important factor to be considered when designing enhanced property following TMPB idea. It is also noticed that, with approaching to Tc along TMPB line, the polarization anisotropy weakens, and the corresponding ac properties (piezoelectricity, dielectric permittivity) will be enhanced. 15 It thus becomes significant to well balance a high Tc and high piezoelectricity when constructing TMPB system.
In addition, except for the important role of triple point to the polarization rotation discussed here, a contribution from polarization extension can be smartly added through a non-polar end-member as mentioned in Ref. 32 in TMPB phase diagram. It will thus become an even powerful idea for searching high performance materials.
Last but not least, it should be noticed that TMPBrelated phenomena exist not only in ferroelectrics. A recent study even reported TMPB-related anomalous properties in ferrimagnetic materials. 36 From the physical parallelism of different ferroic systems, 37 it is anticipated that TMPBrelated phenomena exist in all ferroic systems or even beyond the domain of ferroics, as long as the material system adopts a phase boundary derived from TP (like TMPB), which yields the lowest anisotropy of order parameters (like polarization in ferroelectrics).
In conclusion, based on theoretical analysis of TMPB phase diagram, a Pb-free piezoelectric system, Ba(Ti 0.8 Hf 0.2 )O 3 -(Ba 0.7 Ca 0.3 )TiO 3 was designed. The system exhibits expected anomalies of properties at TMPB and even shows a high d 33 $ 550 pC/N (comparable to that of highend PZT) at RT. The attempt in this work indicates a generally effective TMPB approach (from the similarity between the phase diagram of BHT-xBCT system to those of other high performance systems, e.g. PZT, PMN-PT, BZT-BCT, BTS-BCT) to obtain high-performance piezoelectrics, especially Pb-free ones. Besides, it is confirmed from both theoretical and experimental views that high performance is closely related with low energy barrier of TMPB, while polarization isotropy at TMPB (or tricriticality of TP) actually is not necessary though it benefits even higher property. Our study may stimulate interests and careful system design towards TP-related critical phenomena in ferroic materials or even a wider range of material systems.
